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inspiring  
  experiencesexperiences

At Standard Textile, we’ve been servicing healthcare, hospitality, educational, 

and commercial markets since 1940 with a vision for helping customers 

provide a healthier, safer, and more inspiring experience. 

Since then, we’ve developed a deep understanding and appreciation for 

education facility design, and its role in advancing positive outcomes. This is 

especially important when attracting and retaining students, faculty, and staff.   

From design consultation to fabric development to fabrication and 

installation, our turnkey approach fosters collaboration and progressive 

thinking to help create spaces that inspire, celebrate, and endure the 

challenges and changes of educational environments.  

Our passion for customer success and relentless pursuit of making a positive 

impact on the world are guiding principles at Standard Textile.

We live these principles, daily.

Leveraging our eight decades of experience to help our customers achieve 

their goals while helping to improve the experience of others is what we 

consider our standard for success.

Tap into our creativity, passion, commitment, and expertise.

ON THE COVER: GALAXY/CINDERBLOCK CHAIRS

ABOVE: GEODE/SILVER, GEODE/METEOR WALL PANELS | EXEMPLAR/SNOWBALL AND GEODE/CARBON CHAIRS
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We’ve been providing decorative products to the healthcare market since 1940. At that time, our 

sales consultants were visiting hospitals daily, selling primarily sheets, towels, and apparel. Customers 

began asking if we could also provide cubicle curtains and drapery. As demand for decorative 

products grew, we established our first workroom on the third floor of the company’s headquarters  

in Reading, Ohio in 1960 to better service our customers. 

Our fabrication offering quickly expanded beyond cubicle curtains and drapery to include 

bedspreads, upholstery, and other decorative products. By 1980, in addition to hospitals, we were 

servicing hotels, corporate offices, restaurants, and retirement communities. Today, we’re marketing 

our offerings as Standard Textile Interiors and service the healthcare, hospitality, educational, and 

commercial markets. 

our storyour story
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your vision.your vision.  
  our expertise.our expertise.

OUR TURNOUR TURN--KEY SOLUTIONSKEY SOLUTIONS

PRODUCT  TESTING

Our on-site product testing laboratory 
allows us to uphold our commitment to 
the highest possible quality assurance. 

ESTIMATING

We offer fast, accurate 
quotes for your project. 

DESIGN 
CONSULTATION

Work with our team of 
interior designers to find 
the perfect patterns, 
fabrics, and products.

VALUE 
ENGINEERING

We understand the needs 
of matching your budget 
with your vision. 

MEASURING

Accurate measurements ensure 
custom pieces are a perfect fit. 

PRODUCT  DEVELOPMENT

Partner with us and we will help 
innovate, customize, and create  
your unique design. 

QUALITY FABRICATION

Our custom fabricated products are of the highest 
quality, created and tested by professionals. 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Minimize the chaos of your project. 
From pre-planning to on-time 
delivery, we can help.  

INSTALLATION

We have a team of dedicated 
professional contractors to 

handle installation.
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Fabric and fabrication are central to our expertise. That’s why we immerse ourselves in all aspects 

of form and fabric. From design to trends to innovations, we are constantly traveling the world to 

seek out the next big thing. And we always find it, because we have access and influence that is 

unparalleled. 

We have reliable, skilled installers across the country, as well as an in-house team of experts. 

Which means we’ll manage the task of finding the right team, scheduling, and then installing. That’s 

a lot of items that you won’t have to worry about putting on your to-do list.  

Our roster of completed projects include the following colleges and universities:

teamwork makesteamwork makes
the dream workthe dream work

Environmental issues are increasingly shaping the context of how we live and how we operate our 

businesses. The cost, availability, utilization, and management of energy and water, as well as the 

chemistry used in manufacturing and processing our products, have environmental implications.

That’s why we’ve developed a culture of sustainability within our company, enforcing new 

environmental principles in our supply chain, product development, and innovation. We are also 

committed to helping our customers reduce their energy, chemical, and water consumption through 

thoughtful innovation and meaningful inspiration.

a partner with aa partner with a
sustainable commitmentsustainable commitment
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When it comes to covering bolsters, cornice boards, lounge seating, sofas, 

or chairs of all types, you need fabrics that perform as amazingly as they 

look. Our high-performance and stylishly designed fabric selections can 

be used for a variety of projects, both in and out of the classroom.

featured brandsfeatured brands

Sunbrella® Contract fabrics 

elevate commercial spaces  

by blending upscale design 

and reliability.

Crypton® upholstery is a 

barrier fabric that provides 

complete stain, moisture, and 

bacteria resistance.

Bella-Dura® fabrics deliver 

high-performance and stain-

resistance—indoors and out.

Alta™ is a water-based high-

performance technology that 

repels both water and oil 

based stains.

FEATURED LEFT TOP TO BOTFEATURED LEFT TOP TO BOTTOM: SUNBRELLA ASSURE COLLECTION TOM: SUNBRELLA ASSURE COLLECTION 
ZION/HENNA, CHIMERA/FIRESIDE, WESTWOOD/HONEYZION/HENNA, CHIMERA/FIRESIDE, WESTWOOD/HONEY
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stunning fabrics that performstunning fabrics that perform
Standard Textile offers a variety of performance-based upholstery fabrics that balance 

eye-catching colors and patterns, with incredible durability and toughness. We offer fabrics 

that are stain-resistant, bleach-cleanable, antimicrobial, UV-resistant, moisture-resistant, and 

more from our trusted partners Sunbrella® Contract Collection, Crypton®, and Bella-Dura®. 

Choose from a diverse collection of patterns, colorways, and technologies.

Browse now at: interiors.standardtextile.com/fabrics

SUNBRELLA CONTRACT COLLECTIONSUNBRELLA CONTRACT COLLECTION

MANCHESTER/BARBADOS, GLOW, NEWSPRINT, SHAMROCKMANCHESTER/BARBADOS, GLOW, NEWSPRINT, SHAMROCK

SYDNEY COATED UPHOLSTERYSYDNEY COATED UPHOLSTERY

FUZZY/RIVER ROCKFUZZY/RIVER ROCK
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The visual design of your room often hinges on the design and 

pattern of the fabrics you have access to. From cornice boards, 

to drapes, to wall coverings, to upholstery—fabric is central to 

the success of your project. 

fabricsfabrics
And that’s where we come in. Fabrics are at the core of who we are. We have a deep 

history of creating and supplying fabrics and textiles for use in education, healthcare, 

commercial, retail, and hospitality environments, and our expertise is growing by leaps 

and bounds every day. 

FEATURED ON LEFT FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: FEATURED ON LEFT FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 
PIVOT/OXIDE, FLUX/SIZZLE, GLENGARRY/AMETHYST, ATTALOS/SLATE, PIVOT/RHUBARB, CAVA/PENNY, DASHING/CONCRETEPIVOT/OXIDE, FLUX/SIZZLE, GLENGARRY/AMETHYST, ATTALOS/SLATE, PIVOT/RHUBARB, CAVA/PENNY, DASHING/CONCRETE

FEATURED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: FEATURED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 
GALAXY IN NIGHT/GRAPHITE/PERSIMMON/GOUDA/VERMILLIONGALAXY IN NIGHT/GRAPHITE/PERSIMMON/GOUDA/VERMILLION
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We offer a wide variety of colors and patterns, and if you can’t find a combination that 

best suits your design, we can partner with you to create and digitally print custom 

designs to meet your exact visual needs. 

Not only do we have the visual aspects of your fabric needs covered, we also offer 

antimicrobial, flame resistant, and sustainable fabrics in a large variety of color and 

pattern variations. Perfect for when you need to stay up to code and on trend. 

Because our fabric selection is constantly growing, visit us online to find the perfect  

design and request a sample. 

Browse now at: interiors.standardtextile.com/fabrics

GALAXY/NIGHT, BURST/GRAPHITE,  GALAXY/NIGHT, BURST/GRAPHITE,  
FLUX/SAND, CUBISM/MOUNTAIN PEAKFLUX/SAND, CUBISM/MOUNTAIN PEAK

IMPACT TECHNOLOGYIMPACT TECHNOLOGY

FLEXBOX/WHITE SHEERSFLEXBOX/WHITE SHEERS
CARLYLE/GRAPHITE BLACKOUT DRAPERYCARLYLE/GRAPHITE BLACKOUT DRAPERY

ROCK ON CELEBRITY/INDIGOROCK ON CELEBRITY/INDIGO
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The perfect balance of form, function, and of course, style.  

Whether you need some light, full light, no light, custom designs,  

or mechanical shades, we’ve got your windows covered. 

drapery + sheersdrapery + sheers
From guest rooms, to public areas, to restaurants—partner with us to find the drapes 

you need. Offered drapery includes pinch pleated, grommet top, ripple fold, Accordia-

Fold, and rod pocket.

PINCH PLEATED GROMMET TOP RIPPLE FOLD

  

PORTIER/TRAVERTINE DRAPERYPORTIER/TRAVERTINE DRAPERY
DYNAMO/OYSTER SHEERDYNAMO/OYSTER SHEER

CUSTOM WINDOW TREATMENTSCUSTOM WINDOW TREATMENTS
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top treatmentstop treatments
The perfect complement to any of Standard Textile’s soft and hard window fashions,  

top treatments are available in a variety of coordinating patterns and modern styles.

Add a stylish twist to your windows with a custom valance or cornice board.  

Board mounted valances, swags, and cascades are also available.

STRAIGHT CORNICE STEPPED CORNICE INVERTED BOX PLEAT VALANCE

roman shadesroman shades
Get the classic look of roman shades in 

a wide variety of colors and patterns 

to match your décor. 

blindsblinds
Simple. Reliable. Standard. Types include: 

faux wood, mini blinds, and vertical blinds.

STAR GATE/COBALT CORNICE | GRABER STAR GATE/COBALT CORNICE | GRABER 22" MISTY GREY FAUX WOOD BLIND" MISTY GREY FAUX WOOD BLIND

LUNKEN/INDIGO ROMAN SHADELUNKEN/INDIGO ROMAN SHADE
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over 60 years experienceover 60 years experience
With over 60 years experience in solar shades, we've developed relationships with 

multiple manufactures to offer a variety of manual, motorized, and automatic solar 

shades. We simplify your project by providing design consultation, estimating, project 

management, fabrication, and installation of your window treatment project. 

Our solar shade offerings include:

• BLACKOUT FABRIC

• SHEERS

• DECORATIVE SHADECLOTH

• CUSTOM PRINTED

AUTOMATIC SOLAR SHADES | NORTH ALABAMA MEDICAL CENTERAUTOMATIC SOLAR SHADES | NORTH ALABAMA MEDICAL CENTER

Standard Textile is a global leader in the provision and installation 

of solar shades—a highly durable window treatment that can afford 

students, staff, and faculty the luxury of outdoor views,  

while still maintaining privacy.
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MOTORIZED LIGHT-FILTERING SHADE WITH FACSIAMOTORIZED LIGHT-FILTERING SHADE WITH FACSIA MOTORIZED AUTOMATIC LIGHT-LIGHT FILTERING SHADESMOTORIZED AUTOMATIC LIGHT-LIGHT FILTERING SHADES

MANUAL LIGHT-FILTERING SHADE WITH FASCIAMANUAL LIGHT-FILTERING SHADE WITH FASCIA

MANUAL LIGHT-FILTERING SHADE WITH FASCIAMANUAL LIGHT-FILTERING SHADE WITH FASCIA

manualmanual
Solar shades that are raised and lowered manually. Simple yet effective. Allows students, 

staff, and faculty the freedom to control the amount of light they let into their spaces.

motorized + automaticmotorized + automatic
Solar shades that can be raised and lowered mechanically. Intuitive controls  

give an added modern touch. 
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custom printedcustom printed
Our custom printing capabilities allow you to bring your brand to life with unique art, logos,  

or designs, made and printed to order. No minimum quantities required.

blackoutblackout
Blackout fabric provides a reassuring sense of privacy while providing a clean, contemporary look.

Blackout fabrics range from simple designs to more polished options. 

CUSTOM IMAGEPOINT SOLAR SHADE: JOURNEY-VCUSTOM IMAGEPOINT SOLAR SHADE: JOURNEY-V11/ROSEGOLD/ROSEGOLD

clean and simpleclean and simple
Window treatments are moving more towards ‘clean and simple’ in both aesthetic and 

functionality. Motorized and cordless solar shades are on the rise in popularity because 

of their ability to bring simplicity, convenience, and safety into a space. Subtle texture is 

key, especially rattan textured.

MESA / PORPOISE WISP / NEUTRALSHATTERED / WHEAT

DARKNESS / GREY AKIMBO / GOLDCHASE / PRALINE BLIZZARD / SNOWFLAKE

VORTEX / MACAROON REGINA / LEADCASTELLO / SISAL GIBSON / NICKEL
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decorative shadeclothsdecorative shadecloths
Fusing design with functionality, richness, and 

contemporary style, our bold and exciting decorative 

shadecloths enhance the design of your room. Available in 

blackout, light filtering, and sheer.

CHASE/BEACH BLACKOUT | BLIZZARD/SNOWFLAKE SHEERCHASE/BEACH BLACKOUT | BLIZZARD/SNOWFLAKE SHEER

opennessopenness
Openness simply refers to how tight the weave is, which directly reflects the amount of light 

that is let in through the fabric. If the fabric is tightly woven, there will be less visibility through 

the shade with a higher degree of light control. The lighter the color of shadecloth the less visible 

one can see through at night, as opposed to a darker color of shadecloth.

mountingmounting
To mount the shadecloth, .75" Wood Blocking, or other metals are required. Depending on the 

type of mount, an approval may be needed from the customer and supplier. Types of mounting 

include wall mount, ceiling mount, and jamb mount.

accessory optionsaccessory options
Adding the finishing touches to your shadecloth with these accessories will give your window 

treatment a finished look. 

Accessory options include:

• FASCIA - cover the front and possibly the back of the shadecloth tube

• END CAPS - cover the side of the brackets

•  CHANNELS - used with blackout shadecloth to conceal more light from entering the room

• HEM BAR - used at the bottom of a shade to help keep the shade flat while it is hanging

made in the shademade in the shade
We offer a variety of sheers, blackout, and light filtering options for shadecloths.  

For more information regarding our selection, contact an Interiors Group representative.
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Whether you need standard ring and grommet shower curtains, or  

have visions of an elegant hookless design, we have the curtain and 

hardware expertise to help bring your vision to life. 

hookless/ez hanghookless/ez hang
The rings are available in chrome, matching colors, or even a concealed option. An 

optional translucent window allows light into the shower while affording the occupant  

a view of the room.

FEATURED LEFT: DOBBY STRIPE/WHITE | SHEER WINDOW | HOOKLESS CHROMEFEATURED LEFT: DOBBY STRIPE/WHITE | SHEER WINDOW | HOOKLESS CHROME

HOOKLESS WITH RING CONCEALING HEADERHOOKLESS WITH RING CONCEALING HEADER
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impact technologyimpact technology®

Impact Technology® battles bacteria, splashes, stains, and flames. 

Impact Technology®—revolutionary textile treatments that permanently bonds antimicrobial 

protection to our fabrics. No heavy metals to pollute landfills and groundwater. No leaching 

into the skin or diffusing into the environment. Inhibits the growth of odor- and stain-causing 

bacteria, fungus, algae, and mold on contact—and continues controlling these organisms for  

the useful life of the product. 

grommetedgrommeted
Our simplest shower curtain solution: rust-proof metal grommets that minimize curtain wear and tear.

hardwarehardware
Curious about what shower curtain hardware you could use for your design?  

Partner with us to learn more about the latest and greatest options. 

vinylvinyl
The basic, reliable vinyl shower curtain. 

IMPACT TECHNOLOGYIMPACT TECHNOLOGY PLAINWEAVE/WHITE HOOKLESSPLAINWEAVE/WHITE HOOKLESS

BEZEL/CINDERBLOCK | IMPACT TECHNOLOGY | GROMMETEDBEZEL/CINDERBLOCK | IMPACT TECHNOLOGY | GROMMETED

CUSTOM PRINTED SHOWER CURTAINCUSTOM PRINTED SHOWER CURTAIN
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Closet Drapery is a clever and cost saving solution for creating new  

spaces without building walls or adding doors. They are a perfect choice  

to allow flexibility in a small space, such as residence hall closets,  

all the while giving privacy where it is needed.

versatile & easy to installversatile & easy to install
Our Closet Drapery panels utilize a Ripple fold system. The ripples are made by snaps 

on flat panels of fabric on the header of the curtain which gives the ripple effect. Once 

attached to the track, the Closet Drapery will easily slide open and closed. Closet Drapery 

can be custom printed allowing for a branded, unique look.

Measures to provide a clean, safe environment are essential on campus. Our exclusive 

Impact Technology® assists in maintaining a safe and healthy environment for your 

students. Impact Technology® makes our Closet Drapery fabrics resistant to flames, 

stains, splashes, and microbial growth without the use of harsh chemicals, and Impact 

Technology® can be added to any fabric.

BEZEL IN CINDERBLOCK, HARBOR, MUSHROOM, PERI, AND SPANISH MOSSBEZEL IN CINDERBLOCK, HARBOR, MUSHROOM, PERI, AND SPANISH MOSS

FEATURED LEFT:  BEZEL IN CINDERBLOCKFEATURED LEFT:  BEZEL IN CINDERBLOCK
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Prior to D2™, increased floor safety and stability was achieved only by adding weight 

to conventional mats, or through permanently installed flooring. This meant users had 

to compromise aesthetics or flexibility.  D2™ placements do not move, shift or migrate, 

making them easy to deploy, clean, and maintain.

Maximizing both stability and design, the low-profile, lay-flat D2™ placement minimizes 

slip, trip, and fall risks. D2™ placements' textile Tops are up to 50% lighter than 

conventional mats, making them easier to install and clean.

D2™ Convertible Flooring™ extends beyond the every day entry and 

walk-off zones to establish protective flooring throughout building 

interiors. D2’s two-part design delivers the flexibility of conventional 

mats with the stability of installed flooring. 

f looringflooring
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two dynamic mat design optionstwo dynamic mat design options
Both D2™ Tops are available in three sizes: small, medium, and large. Both options can be custom printed with your 

supplied art or partner with our designers to source or create a custom design. Your design will never be discontinued, 

and there are no order minimums.

•  Made to be thrown into a commercial washer

•   Lightweight Top allows for easy rotation

•  Available in three patterns and colors

•    Tufted textile attracts moisture and traps dirt 

•    Top can be vacuumed and cleaned with water extraction

•  Available in three patterns and eight colors

D2™ L AU N DER AB LE TOPS D2™ CLEAN - IN - PL ACE TOPS

DARK GREY BROWN

Patterns Patterns

Colors Colors

DRAWN STRUMDOT FIZZDASH CROSS

GREY BLUEDARK BLUE

DARK GREEN

DARK GREY

BROWN GOLDMOCHA

GREY

D2™ SMALL MAT
Top 

32 in x 39 in
80 cm x 100 cm

Base 
24 in x 35 in
61 cm x 89 cm

D2™ MEDIUM MAT
Top 

32 in x 57 in
80 cm x 145 cm

Base 
24 in x 50 in
61 cm x 127 cm

D2™ LARGE MAT
Top 

43 in x 69 in
110 cm x 175 cm

(2) Base 
24 in x 35 in
61 cm x 89 cm

available sizesavailable sizes White outline shows base placement

This patent-pending technology uses magnetic attraction to actively lock the D2™ Top and 

Base together. Once paired together, the lightweight Top stays in place—it won’t move, migrate 

or shift—yet easily lifts off for cleaning. Adaptex™ empowers this dual-functionality previously 

unavailable in flooring solutions.
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Digital printing can now be applied to customize the design of wallcoverings. 

Reinforce your institution's brand, highlight local landmarks, or reflect a unique 

motto or quote. Create an environment that speaks to your students.

custom wallcoveringscustom wallcoverings
We offer various substrates to accommodate different environments. Constructed to 

withstand knocks, wallcoverings are more durable than paint and easier to clean. All 

wallcoverings are flame resistant. 

Our national team of installers are professionally trained and certified.  

FEATURED ON LEFT AND ABOVE: CUSTOM IMAGEPOINT WALLCOVERING FEATURED ON LEFT AND ABOVE: CUSTOM IMAGEPOINT WALLCOVERING 
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materials and compliancematerials and compliance
All of our substrates meet FR ASTM E84 as well as Federal Specification CCC-W-408D 

testing guidelines for contract wallcoverings. These guidelines focus on 16 characteristics: 

Colorfastness, Washability, Scrubbability, Abrasion Resistance, Breaking Strength, Crocking, 

Stain Resistance, Tear Resistance, Blocking Resistance, Coating Adhesion, Cold Crack 

Resistance, Heat Aging Resistance, Flame Spread and Smoke Development, Shrinkage, and 

Mildew Resistance. 

We also offer NSF 342 and PVC-free options are available.

design optionsdesign options
We offer four design tiers to best fit the scope and goals of your project. Whether you have 

existing artwork or designs, want to use one of our stock designs or patterns, or if you want 

to partner with our team of experts to source or create a custom design—we’ve got you 

covered. Your design will never be discontinued, and there are no order minimums.

For inspiration, visit our gallery to browse our collection.

standardtextile.com/wallcoverings

BACKROADSBACKROADS

BOOMERANGBOOMERANG

HEAT MAPHEAT MAP

CHEVRON PLAIDCHEVRON PLAID
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Whether it is a collaborative space, the student union, or a cozy nook,   

environments that encourage collaboration and community are sought  

by students outside of the classroom. Clarus™ glassboards are an 

excellent way to inspire learning and brand your campus.

elevating spaceselevating spaces
Recruiting, branding, and communicating campus culture are of the utmost importance 

when it comes to gaining the attention of prospective students and continuing to build 

relationships with current students. Whether it is a student union, athletic facility, 

or lecture hall, Clarus™ glassboards can elevate and brand a space, creating unique 

teaching opportunities for everyone on campus.

Create a space where the only limit is your creativity.

FEATURED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: FEATURED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 
GALAXY IN NIGHT/GRAPHITE/PERSIMMON/GOUDA/VERMILLIONGALAXY IN NIGHT/GRAPHITE/PERSIMMON/GOUDA/VERMILLION

WALLWALL22WALL GLASSBOARDWALL GLASSBOARD

FEATURED ON LEFT: CUSTOM WALLFEATURED ON LEFT: CUSTOM WALL22WALLWALL
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FLOAT GLASSBOARDFLOAT GLASSBOARD WALLWALL22WALL GLASSBOARDWALL GLASSBOARD

GO!MOBILE GLASSBOARDGO!MOBILE GLASSBOARD

FLOAT GLASSBOARDFLOAT GLASSBOARD

colordropcolordrop™™

colorscolors

ColorDrop™ features graphics printed directly to glass using proprietary technology from 

Clarus™. Take your school's brand colors and design your own beautifully colored, intricately 

detailed graphics to print directly to the back of your glassboard. 

Over 150 standard colors available. Need a custom color? No problem. Our design  

team can custom match any specification to build the perfect product for your space.

glassboard optionsglassboard options
Clarus™ glassboard solutions include:

• GO!MOBILE - mobile glassboard units

• VIEW™ - glass writing surface that doubles as a high-definition projection surface

•  GLIDE - sliding glassboard system

• WALL2WALL - floor-to-ceiling glassboard

•  FLOAT™ + DEPTH - modern version of the traditional whiteboard

Clarus™ glassboard options each have standard sizes, but customizable shapes and sizes, are 

available. For more information regarding sizes, contact an Interiors Group representative.
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DIVIDE THINLINE™DIVIDE THINLINE™ OPEN SPACE SEPARATOROPEN SPACE SEPARATOR

DIVIDE THINLINE™DIVIDE THINLINE™

VIEW™ GLASS WHITEBOARDVIEW™ GLASS WHITEBOARD
& PROJECTION SCREEN& PROJECTION SCREEN

desk separatordesk separator
Using this new patent-pending state-of-the-art clamping system, Divide ThinLine™ can be 

easily installed at the back, side, or along the center of a desk, giving you the freedom to 

accommodate power cords, monitor arm attachments, and more. You have the option to mix 

and match ThinLine™ Top, Side, and Center hardware on the same table, which allows you to 

uniquely divide up your office in whichever way you choose.

Lights on, it’s the cleanest, most efficient writing surface available. Lights off, it’s the premier, 

high-definition projection surface. View™ Glass Whiteboard & Projector Screen effortlessly 

transforms from marker board to projector with ease, wherever, whenever. The perfect 

solution for any conference room, classroom, or office that needs whiteboard  

and projection surface capabilities.

• High-Definition - Clarity of picture, with crisp lines and piercing color

• Space-Saving Design - A writing tool and projection surface all in one

•  Multi-Functional, Glass Projection Surface - Designer-quality glass board,  

cinema-quality projection

viewview™™ glass white glass whiteboard & projection board & projection 
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Sometimes your design goes beyond available patterns and colors.  

That’s when you need a partner who can create custom printed  

fabrics and design services to bring your vision to life.

imagepointimagepoint®

Printed décor in your school's colors. Boundless possibilities and no order minimums. 

Coordinate design elements—duvet covers, pillows, draperies, solar shades, 

wallcoverings, and even shower curtains—for an unforgettable experience. 

CUSTOM BED SCARF  |  UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION & HOTELCUSTOM BED SCARF  |  UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION & HOTEL
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CUSTOM BATHROOM WALLCOVERINGCUSTOM BATHROOM WALLCOVERING

CUSTOM SOLAR SHADECUSTOM SOLAR SHADE

CUSTOM ROLLER SHADE WITH PRINTED SHEERCUSTOM ROLLER SHADE WITH PRINTED SHEER

CUSTOM SHADE CLOTHCUSTOM SHADE CLOTH

CUSTOM BEDDINGCUSTOM BEDDING

customization simplifiedcustomization simplified
Supply your own art or work with our design team to find the perfect expression.  

With digital storage, your exclusive design is always available, never discontinued. 

Small re-order quantities are welcome; order only what you need. 

We offer custom printing for:

• Throw Pillows

• Duvets & Top Sheets

•  Wallcoverings

• Window Treatments

• Solar Shades

• Shower Curtains and more!
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The bed is the centerpiece to any well-designed room experience.  

We have everything you need to make that experience as  

comfortable and visually stunning as possible. 

beddingbedding
Select from a dynamic and modern collection of top covers and duvet patterns, colors, 

quilting styles, and sizes. Or create your own custom printed designs with ImagePoint®.

Our bedding is known worldwide for comfort, performance, beautiful designs, handsome 

detailing, and above all else, a good night's sleep. Whether you're seeking contemporary or 

traditional designs, our fabrics deliver warmth without weight, and style with substance.

CUMULUS® STORMCLOUD TOP COVERCUMULUS® STORMCLOUD TOP COVER

FEATURED LEFT:  ICEBREAKER TOP SHEETFEATURED LEFT:  ICEBREAKER TOP SHEET
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sheetssheets
Uncover exquisite softness paired with innovation in Standard Textile’s sheeting line. 

Centium Core Technology® is at the heart of these extraordinary products, providing 

an unprecedented combination of luxury, enhanced strength, and extended service life. 

All value engineered for both long life and savings.

mattress protectionmattress protection
Offering a variety of options to protect one of your biggest dorm investments.  

From basic mattress pads to mattress encasements, all of our mattress protection  

solutions help to keep your mattress clear from debris, stains, and spills.

BASIC MATTRESS PADBASIC MATTRESS PAD

ALLEREASE® MATTRESS ENCASEMENTALLEREASE® MATTRESS ENCASEMENT

CENTIUM SATIN™CENTIUM SATIN™

CHAMBERLOFT PILLOWSCHAMBERLOFT PILLOWS

pillowspillows
From simple to indulgent, we offer a wide variety of pillows to meet your every need. 

All of our pillows are designed for quality, durability, and—most importantly— comfort. 
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AllerEase® Professional is designed specifically to combat microbes,  

mold, spills, allergens, bed bugs, and more. AllerEase® Professional  

is easy to install and easy to launder. 

the #1 allergy bedding brandthe #1 allergy bedding brand
More than half of Americans suffer from allergies to some degree. Most are allergic to 

pollen, dust mites, or pets. Many people wake during the night with itchy eyes, congestion, 

or sneezing because they are experiencing a reaction to allergens that may be in their beds 

and pillows. By eliminating these allergens from beds in your residence halls, students can 

sleep more soundly, wake rested, and have a healthier living environment.

AllerEase® Professional products are third-party tested and have 14 significant features 

such as temperature balancing technology, odor protection, an allergen and bed bug 

barrier that blocks 99.9% of particles, waterproofness, antimicrobial fabric, and plush-top 

fabric for a cushioned, comfortable sleep.

DURAFLEX™ SYSTEM ZIPPERED MATTRESS ENCASEMENTDURAFLEX™ SYSTEM ZIPPERED MATTRESS ENCASEMENT
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duraflexduraflex™ ™ zip-off  zip-off  
mattress encasementsmattress encasements
Mattresses collect lots of dust mite debris, allergens, and other dirt particles over their lifetime. 

Removing this debris isn’t easy, but preventing the accumulation is easier than you might think. 

Protect your mattresses and your students with AllerEase® Professional mattress protectors  

from Standard Textile. 

Quiet. Cool. Comfortable. Complete protection for your mattress investment. Offering superior 

6-sided mattress protection with 3 zip-off top options: 

• Gold  - Our baseline level of optimal mattress protection and high-quality comfort

• Platinum - Featuring additional plush comfort, and honeycomb design top layer

•  Platinum Plush - Softer and more plush than our other zip-off tops

PLATINUM DURAFLEX™ ZIP-OFF TOP ENCASEMENTPLATINUM DURAFLEX™ ZIP-OFF TOP ENCASEMENT

PLATINUM PLUSH DURAFLEX™ ZIP-OFF TOP ENCASEMENTPLATINUM PLUSH DURAFLEX™ ZIP-OFF TOP ENCASEMENT

GOLD DURAFLEX™ ZIP-OFF TOP ENCASEMENTGOLD DURAFLEX™ ZIP-OFF TOP ENCASEMENT

Plush top layer

Bedbug barrier, allergen
and waterproof layer

360 degree zip-off top

Secure zipper

6 sided protection

Corner anchor bands

Temperature  
balancing and  
antimicrobial  
fabric finish

Luxurious, quiet comfort.

Complete protection.

Easy laundering and installation.

Locks out bedbugs.

Fully encases mattress.

Holds protector in place.

Advance technology.
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ultimate zippered mattressultimate zippered mattress
& box spring encasements& box spring encasements
Six-sided mattress and box spring protection with the easy-to-install AllerEase® 

Ultimate. Both guard against bed bugs, dust mites, allergens, spills and more. AllerEase 

Ultimate Zippered Mattress Encasement features a temperature balancing fabric finish 

and a quiet, soft top layer.

ALLEREASE® PLATINUM PILLOWSALLEREASE® PLATINUM PILLOWSALLEREASE® ULTIMATE ZIPPERED MATTRESS ENCASEMENTALLEREASE® ULTIMATE ZIPPERED MATTRESS ENCASEMENT

ALLEREASE® ULTIMATE PILLOW PROTECTORALLEREASE® ULTIMATE PILLOW PROTECTOR

ALLEREASE® ULTIMATE ZIPPERED BOX SPRING ENCASEMENTALLEREASE® ULTIMATE ZIPPERED BOX SPRING ENCASEMENT

ALLEREASE® PLATINUM PILLOW PROTECTORALLEREASE® PLATINUM PILLOW PROTECTOR

pillows & pillow protectorspillows & pillow protectors
AllerEase® Professional for Standard Textile offers three pillow protector options to 

extend the life of your pillows—Ultimate, Platinum, and 100% Cotton protectors.

Two pillow options are offered to safeguard residents and extend product usage 

—Ultimate or Platinum. They feature a dust mite and allergen barrier, waterproof 

protection, temperature balancing, and a quiet comfort plush top layer.

To learn more about AllerEase® Professional for Standard Textile visit:

standardtextile.com/allerease
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the corethe core
The CORE is our one-of-a-kind, world-class textile development and processing center. 

Home to the industry’s most advanced product development capabilities, we can move a 

prototype from initial concept to finished product in an efficient and scalable way—finely 

tuned, fully tested, and ready for use in your rooms.

Our products are designed to give your staff, faculty, and students the Our products are designed to give your staff, faculty, and students the 

utmost collegiate experience through providing products that help foster utmost collegiate experience through providing products that help foster 

focus, drive, and passion.   focus, drive, and passion.   

Our commitment to service means streamlining the chaos of complicated Our commitment to service means streamlining the chaos of complicated 

projects and putting your mind at ease. We provide design, measurement, projects and putting your mind at ease. We provide design, measurement, 

fabrication, installation, project management, and so much more. fabrication, installation, project management, and so much more. 

Reach out to your local consultant or management team for questions or  Reach out to your local consultant or management team for questions or  

to place an order. to place an order. 

800.999.0400 |  standardtextile.com/interiors800.999.0400 |  standardtextile.com/interiors

Explore our fabric gallery at:Explore our fabric gallery at:

interiors.standardtextile.com/fabricsinteriors.standardtextile.com/fabrics

a partner a partner 
with expertisewith expertise

reasons reasons 
to believe to believe 

global reach. personal impact. global reach. personal impact. 
With 24 manufacturing and distribution facilities in 12 countries, including facilities in North 

America, Europe, the Middle East, and the Far East, and over 4,000 motivated associates, we’re 

committed to delivering innovative solutions that offer the greatest value to our customers.
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